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BRASS CHOIR
TIMOTHY DUEPPEN, DIRECTOR

“Berceuse” and “Finale” from Firebird Suite ......................................................... Igor Stravinsky (1882–1971)
Arranged by Jeremy Van Hoy

This Performance Sponsored by Renee and Carl Hubbell

CARDINAL JAZZ ORCHESTRA
RICK CONDIT, DIRECTOR

Super Mario Bros. Theme ................................................................. Koji Kondo (b. 1961)
Arranged by Kyle Athayde

This Performance Sponsored by the Lamar University Foundation

A CAPPELLA CHOIR
JAMES HAN, DIRECTOR

Soon-ah will be done ................................................................. William L. Dawson (1899–1990)
Idumea ................................................................. Ananias Davisson (1780–1857)

This Performance Sponsored by Laura and Craig Escamilla

PIANO ENSEMBLE
JACOB CLARK, DIRECTOR

Stars and Stripes Forever ................................................................. John Philip Sousa (1854–1932)
Arranged by Mack Willberg

This Performance Sponsored by the Beaumont Music Teachers Association,
The Piano Center and Pamela Jack’s School of Music

SAXOPHONE ENSEMBLE
RICK CONDIT, DIRECTOR

Bohemian Rhapsody ................................................................. Freddie Mercury (1946–1991)
Arranged by C. Tomsett

This Performance Sponsored by The Lamar University Foundation
**GRAND CHORUS**

**JAMES HAN, DIRECTOR**

**SUJUNG CHO, ACCOMPANIST**

Gloria ................................................................. John Rutter (b. 1945)

Oh Happy Day ...................................................... Edwin R. Hawkins (1943–2018)

*This Performance Sponsored by Laura and Craig Escamilla*

---

**OPERA THEATRE**

**SERDAR ILBAN, DIRECTOR**

**DWIGHT PEIRCE, ACCOMPANIST**

“Oh di felice, eterea” from *La traviata* .......................... Giuseppe Verdi (1813–1901)

*This Performance Sponsored by the Lamar University Foundation*

---

**PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE**

**FRANCISCO PEREZ, DIRECTOR**

Blue Burn ................................................................. Joseph Tompkins (b. 1970)

*This Performance Sponsored by the Lamar University Foundation*

---

**FACULTY BRASS QUINTET**

Quintessential Classics for Brass Quintet .......................... Arranged by Gary E. Parks

World Premier (Commissioned by the Symphony of Southeast Texas for the Lamar University Faculty Brass Quintet)

*This Performance Sponsored by Catherine Armstrong and St. Anthony Cathedral Basilica Chancel Choir*

---

**WIND ENSEMBLE**

**ANDREW MCMAHAN, DIRECTOR**

“Horkstow Grange” from *Lincolnshire Posy* .......................... Percy Grainger (1882–1961)

“Belly Dance” from *Symphonic Dances* .......................... Yosuke Fukuda (b. 1975)

*This Performance Sponsored by the Lamar University Foundation*

---

**CHOIRS & WIND ENSEMBLE**

**JAMES HAN & ANDREW MCMAHAN, DIRECTORS**

“The Promise of Living” from *The Tender Land* .......................... Aaron Copland (1900–1990)

Transcribed by Thomas Duffy
BRASS CHOIR

TRUMPET
Ricardo Padron
Ty Bodin
Dennis Doiron
Hunter Allen

TENOR TROMBONE
Nuhash Hossain
De’Vionne Jones
Noah Carter

EUPHONIUM
Joshua Rigsby
Fernando Ramos

TUBA
Gerson Reyes
Logan Sells

HORN
Meredith De Leon
Michelle Diaz

A CAPELLA CHOIR

SOPRANO
*Kelly Bird
Madison Blanco
*Sunmin Cha
Priscilla Guajardo
Zoey Henderson
**Brea Marshall
Maria Villa

ALTO
**Melissa Dufort
Sara Gazaway
Hannah Meyer
Kaitlin Slaydon
Essence Stevenson

TENOR
*Ryan McKinney
**Caleb Sellers
**Earl Sigee
Grant Wheeler

BASS
Christian Jack
Bobby McDaniel
Shamahl Stewart
David Williams

* Choral Assistant
** Section Leader

SAXOPHONE ENSEMBLE

Daniel Brown, tenor
Stephen Cornelius, alto
Morgan Contreras, baritone
Kobe Emmons, alto
Colby Fore, soprano

Chris Graves, baritone
Elijah Green, alto
Troy Kaufman, tenor
Cameron Montgomery, alto
Matthew Smith, soprano

PIANO ENSEMBLE

Jacob Clark
T.J. Senters
Keith Walls
Joseph West

CARDINAL JAZZ ORCHESTRA

ALTO SAXOPHONE
Colby Fore
Dakota Ard

TENOR SAXOPHONE
Troy Kaufman
Devyn Drake

BARITONE SAXOPHONE
Chris Graves

TRUMPET
Robert Smith
Ty Nguyen
Dennis Doiron
Hannah Sartain

TROMBONE
De’Vionne Jones
Aaron Porter
Jake Farmer
Haley Morris

GUITAR
Keith Ruggles

KEYBOARD
Jameslee Peppenhorst

BASS
Adrian Segovia

DRUMS
Aaron Hughes
Mason McDonald

FACULTY BRASS QUINTET

Brian Shook, trumpet
Jonathan Bhatia, trumpet
Robert Culbertson, horn
Timothy Dueppen, trombone
Victor Gomez, tuba
WIND ENSEMBLE
PICCOLO
Michael Hung
FLUTE
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Laura Brown
Ana Plake
OBOE
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BASSOON
Georgeanne Jacobs
CLARINET
Carly Duplant
John Ellis
Kaitlyn Marley
Jessica Longlois
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Olivia Gerald
BASS CLARINET
Jeremy Dergent
Rebecca McGarity
ALTO SAXOPHONE
Colby Fore
Matthew Smith
Dakota Ard
Troy Kaufman
TENOR SAXOPHONE
Devyn Drake
BARITONE SAXOPHONE
Morgan Contreras
HORN
Michelle Diaz
Meredith De Leon
Kevin Wallin
Adriana Avalos
Melissa Ehrlich
TRUMPET
Ricardo Padron
Ty Bodin
Dennis Doiron
Anthony Brown
Hunter Allen
Hannah Peña
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Robert Smith
TROMBONE
Aaron Porter
Nuhash Hossain
De’Vionne Jones
Jake Farmer
BASS TROMBONE
Noah Carter
EUPHONIUM
Marcus James
Joshua Rigsby
Seth Moore
TUBA
Logan Sells
Gerson Reyes
Johnathan Leggington
PERCUSSION
Mason McDonald
Brandon Dunaway
Shane Roderick
Josh Harris
Nicholas Rundell
Maesey Arnett
Aaron Hughes

OPERA THEATRE
Alfredo Germont – Jason Choi, tenor
Violetta Valéry – Sunmin Cha, soprano

GRAND CHORUS
SOPRANO
*Kelly Bird
Madison Blanco
*Sunmin Cha
Haizhen Chen
Allison Franco
Priscilla Guajardo
Zoey Henderson
Katrina Kelly
**Brea Marshall
Elizabeth Nimmons
Katrina Nossa
Maria Villa
Gabrielle Watanabe
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ALTO
**Melissa Dufort
Destiny Everitt
Sara Gazaway
Kimberly Guevara
Morgan Luster
Kaylee Maxey
Hannah Meyer
Karli Pruitt
Kaitlin Slaydon
Essence Stevenson
BASS
Christian Jack
Chance Kelly
Bobby McDaniel
David Rodriguez
Kalon Samouel
Shamahl Stewart
Colton Wright
David Williams
* Choral Assistant
** Section Leader

PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE
Brandon Dunaway
Josh Harris
Shane Roderick
Nic Rundell
Mason McDonald
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Jack Benson, music theory
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Sujung Cho, piano
Jacob Clark, piano
Rick Condit, saxophone & jazz studies
Robert Culbertson, horn
Timothy Dueppen, trombone
Kim Ellis, clarinet
Scott Feldhausen, music theory
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Brielle Frost, flute
Kurt Gilman, strings
Victor Gomez, tuba & euphonium
Debra Greschner, voice
Yvonne Haines, oboe & bassoon
James Han, director of choral activities
Serdar Ilban, voice & opera
Joseph MacMorran, percussion
Andrew McMahan, director of bands
Jammieca Mott, voice
Dwight Peirce, piano
Francisco Perez, percussion
Bryan Proksch, musicology
Sarah Raiford, administrative associate
Nick Rissman, music theory & composition
Eric Shannon, director of athletic bands
Brian Shook, trumpet
Michelle White, music appreciation
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College of Fine Arts and Communication
Derina Holtzhausen, Dean
James M. “Jimmy” Simmons Music Building
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Web lamar.edu/music
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Collage Concert Committee
Timothy Dueppen, Chair
Sujung Cho
Robert Culbertson
Serdar Ilban
Eric Shannon
Andrew McMahan (program design)
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